For each A > -1 let 7r(A) be the class of all functions / analytic in B = {zeC: \z\ < 1} of the form f(z) = z + a kZ k , 2éD, having real coefficients and satisfying the condition
the Hadamard product (the convolution) of / and g is defined as follows: oo (1.3) f*g(z) = Yl a k b kZ kk=0 1.3. By L\, A > -1, will be denoted the Ruscheweyh derivative (see [10] ) over the class A defined as follows: (1.4) Lxf(z) = (1_*)A+1 * f(z), feA,zeB. 2 it follows that
Prom the identity
for all A > -1. Let us notice that for every A > -1 holds
For A = neNo = NU {0} the formula (1.4) can be written as ziz^fiz))™ (1.8)
Lnf(z) = ^ " , f€A,z€B.
Moreover then
A; € N, n e N0. Since Lof = /, so for A = 0 the condition (1.9) defines well known class 7R(0) of functions called typically-real introduced by Rogosinski [9] (see also [2] , vol. I, p. 185). For short let TR = 7r(0). If A = 1, then ¿1/(2) = zf'(z), Z£D, and the condition (1.9) describes the class TR{ 1) of functions / convex in the direction of the imaginary axis with real coefficients. The class TR{ 1) will be denoted by CVTZ(i). It was introduced by Robertson [7] (see also [2] , vol. I, pp. 205-206).
Integral formulas
Now we write the integral representation for functions in the class TR(n), n G N0.
From (1.8) and (1.9) we have 
Using the integral representation for functions p G VR (see [2] , vol. I, p. 186) we state from the above
Then f G TR(A) if and only if there exists a function m € M(0,2ir) such that
where
For A = 0 and A = 1 we get from the above the well known integral representations for functions in 7R and CVlZ(i), respectively.
COROLLARY 2.3 ([6]). Every f £TR is of the form
for some m G M(0, 2n).
zeD, /or some m G M(0, 27t).
Using (1.8) and (2.2) we can generalize the above integral formulas and we can obtain the integral representation for functions in TR{U) for n > 2. In particular, from the above theorem we get the well known results.
COROLLARY 3.3. 1 ([9]). If f eTR, then
mk < dk < k, k -2, 3,...
([7]). If f eCVR(i), then
< ak < 1, k = 2, 3,...
Inclusion relations
In this section we will examine inclusion relations between classes 7r(A) in view of parameter A. 
k=2
The following theorem was proved by Robertson. 
Fc(f)(z) =
where / G A is of the form (1.1). The operator Fn : A -» A, n G No, was introduced by Bernardi [1] . In particular, the operator Fi was examined by Libera [5] . The general case, when c is a complex number was studied by various authors. Lewandowski, Miller and Zlotkiewicz [4] proved the following theorem. THEOREM 
([4]). Iff G S*, then Fc{f) G S* for every c G C such that
It is well known that typically-real functions and functions convex in the direction of the imaginary axis with the real coefficients are connected by the following Alexander type theorem. 
z{Fx(mz) + XFx(f)(z) = (X + l)f(z).
Hence
Lx (z(Fx(f))'(z)) + ALxFx(f)(z) = (A + 1 )Lxf(z).
Combining (1.6) and (1.7) with the above gives the assertion.
• by (4.1) we have
By Theorem 4.2, FC(K) e 5*. Moreover FC(K)
has real coefficient so it is typically-real. Applying now Theorem 4.1 we deduce at once that Fc(f) is typically-real also which ends the proof.
•
Applying the last theorem we are able to prove the following theorem. • From the last theorem it follows the following result. 
2-TR(n)
C CVR{i) for every n E N, n > 2.
Since the class CVlZ(i) is the set of univalent functions we have Hence ro = \/2 -1. Consequently, iïo^O) > y/2 -1. In order to prove that iîo^ (0) = V2-1 let us consider the Koebe function K. Clearly, K G and K is an extreme point in 7r. We have 2" ReA*(Ä") = Re It is interesting that ^^(0) = \/2 -1 is equal to the radius of starlikeness and the radius of univalence in the class Tr (see [3] ).
